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Neighborhood Healthcare - San Diego, CA
Neighborhood HealthCare is dedicated to improving the lives of families
in Southern California. The award-winning, non-profit healthcare system,
founded in 1969, delivers prenatal, pediatric, behavioral and primary health
services to 65,000 plus patients annually.
Seeking to improve and expand services, Director Tracy Ream engaged MPA
Architects of San Diego to convert a dormant, 11,000 square foot strip mall
into an advanced prenatal and pediatric health clinic. Ms. Ream envisioned
a facility where young mothers and families could avail themselves of critical
health services vital to the early developmental stages of family.
The ever-changing nature of patient care and medical practices, coupled
with the patient volume of Neighborhood HealthCare, challenged the
architects to create a facility with exceptional flexibility and durability. They
recommended Olpin Group for the functional workroom interiors, citing its
modular, flexible design and lifetime warranty.
Ream and Amber Wesley (MPA Architects) contacted their Olpin Group representative, Brian D’Asaro of Olpin Group, and scheduled a meeting to learn
more about the product. “I was really impressed with Olpin Group’s flexibility
to support our clinic’s needs… and the exceptional product durability”, said
Ream. “And we were totally happy to learn of the product and manufacturer’s “Green” compliances. We are environmentally conscious here and it is a
priority to support sustainable practices.”
“Brian and the professionals at Olpin Group were great! They consulted our
staff, analyzed our space and needs, and coordinated with our
architect to provide effective layouts for our labs, exam rooms, nurse’s
stations, procedure rooms, case management stations and other functional
work interiors. Their 3D CAD illustrations made it easy for us to understand
each layout and enabled us to ensure we got exactly what we wanted and
needed,” said Tracy.
“We selected Olpin Goup’s “bactericidal surfacing” to help prevent the spread
of staph, MRSA, pneumonia and other problematic germs. We really like its
beautiful finish and tactile feel… and knowing that it is improving our clinical
hygiene,” commented Ream.
“Words can barely express how pleased we are with our Olpin Group and
with Olpin Group’s total dedication in supporting our clinic’s needs.And, we
were genuinely shocked to learn that Olpin Group actually cost less than the
regular millwork we had used before!” exclaimed Ream.
Neighborhood HealthCare moved into their newest facility this Spring and
realized the next step in their vision of delivering an elevated level of life
improving health services to their growing community.
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